Abstract. With the development of the computer, BOW model and SC model are applied to a large number of image classifications, and exhibit excellent performance, which become a hot topic in the field of computer vision. In the paper, we proposed a new framework of dictionary learning. the objective function based on sparse representation just consider the sparsity, while ignoring the spatial information of image and the correlation information of features, we apply spatial pyramid matching and add the discrimination fisher regularized penalty, by performing iterative optimization can get an excellent dictionary for representing image features, finally, we use max pooling and svm classifier for image classification. Experimental results in ORL and YALE face database show that the method has a high resolution.
Introduction
Face recognition has been a hot topic in the field of computer vision. Many image representations have been proposed, for example, BOW (Bags of Words) model, Part-based model and so on. Among these models, BOW model which shows excellent performance is widely used in practice, Initially Bow model is applied to text classification by representing the document as feature vectors. In 2006, S. Lazebnik, C. Schmid etc. proposed SPM model based on BOW model, they combine both model to make up the ignore of spatial information in BOW model, building the classic BOW and SPM (Spatial Pyramid Matching) model, and applying it to the classification of natural images. BOW and SPM model includes three modules: 1) image blocks and feature extraction; 2) generate the codebook and vector quantization; 3) spatial pooling.
In the three modules, the establishment of codebook and spatial pooling impact on the quality of the image representation directly. Codebook is a collection of the potential pattern of all samples. In the traditional BOW and SPM model, the establishment of codebook applies K-means algorithmto cluster all sample features, and ultimately get the K cluster centers, which are called codebook. However, this cluster method is the computational complexity, and the cluster centers can't represent all sample features well. In 2009, Yang J proposed a method of using the sparse coding instead of the traditional K-means algorithm, which obtained a codebook by solving a convex optimization, then applied SPM and Max pooling to Summarize all the SIFT features of an image to a vector, finally, using the svm classifier for image classification. Experimental shows that the established codebook has an excellent image representation, and result in a high-resolution. However, in the establishment of codebook, the optimization strategy just considers the single sample feature, but ignores the spatial information and correlation information of sample features. To make up this drawback, the paper proposes a dictionary learning framework based on fisher regularied penalty combined the ability of reserved spatial information of ScSPM, building a new framework for face recognition.
Sparse coding model
In 2009, Wright J proposed a face recognition method based on sparse representation. Suppose c class training sample = { 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ × , is the i-th class sample, now there is a test sample ∈ ×1 , then can be formed of approximated by a linear fit. The process of sparse coding is as follow:
Sparsely code on via L1-regularied minimization:
Where λ is an adjustment factor to balance reconstruction error and sparsity. Do classification via minimizing the reconstruction error: identity(x) = argmin ( ) (3) Here = ‖ −̂‖, is the class label.
Dictionary learning based on fisher regularied penalty
Dictionary learning, as a kind of unique signal sparse representation model, has caused the attention of many scholars in recent years. Its essence is to learn a very complete dictionary with a lot of training sample learning to represent the input signal. The quality of the dictionary determines the quality of the image sparse representation directly. There are many scholars who put forward several of improvement measures, and proposed a consensus: the sparse coding model with the classifier penalty can improve the classification performance effectively. Gangeh M J proposed a dictionary learning method which combined maximum the correlation of signal and response class; Ramirez, Sprechmann make the sparse coefficient stronger discrimination by adding the items of categories in the sparse coding model; Zhang etc. proposed a K-SVD dictionary learning method based on category. In this article, we put forward an alternative optimization model based on the category of sparse coefficient.
Fisher criterion is a good rule of the linear discriminant analysis, can be used as a linear classifier. Assuming donate all the training sample by random sampling SIFT features as = { 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ × , is the collection of i-th class samples, the codebook that we intend to learn is defined as = { 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ × , and = { 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ × is the sparse representation matrix that represents on , then ≈ . Here is the sparse representation matrix that i-th class samples represent on . So the Divergence of between classes and with-in classes can be expressed as:
and m are the mean of the i-th sparse coefficient and the entire sparse sample coefficient, is the number of i-th class samples.
Here we define ( )as ( − ), (°) express the trace of a matrix. However, ( ) is a non-convex function, in order to ensure that the final model is a convex optimization problem, we amend ( ) as follows:
In the above formula, is the adjustment factor.
fisher criterion penalty model
By the formula (2) and (6), we obtain the following model:
As can be seen from the above equation, ( , ) is a convex function, so this is a typical convex optimization problem, which includes two variables, for this convex optimization problem, the general method is iterative optimization algorithm: fixedB, updated S fixedS, updated B Currently, many algorithms of solving this optimization have been proposed, the next section describes the optimization process of our method.
Dictionary learning
We can see from (7) that this optimization problem is high-dimensional and complex, here we use the common multi-variable optimization method to optimize B and S separately (detailed procedure in Algorithm 1).
Firstly, random initialize dictionaries B, and get the training samples = { 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ × byrandom sampling the SIFT features. Keep dictionary fixed, updating sparse coefficient . The object function reduces to the following optimization functions: 
Seen from formula (8) and (9), we make sense that the object function is differentiable and strictly convex. Thus we can use gradient descent to solve this kind of optimal problem. Lorenzo R published a report in 2009. He proposed an iterative projection method for structural optimization of sparse regularization, and described the procedure of iterative projection optimization method based on several of models in details. This method is used in this article.
Keep the sparse coefficient fixed, updating dictionary. The objective function reduces to the following optimization functions:
This is a typical problem of least squares optimization. Generally, this optimization problem can be solved by gradient descent method. And we also can solve it with the optimization tools, for example, CVX etc. However, these methods are generally time-consuming. As can be seen from the above equation, we can use the Lagrangian dual optimization methods to solve it. It's simple and efficient. Its Lagrange form is as follow: (11) Here is a dual variable. Minimizing over B analytically, we obtain the Lagrange dual: 
Here is unit vector. Conjugate gradient descent method is used to optimize (12) for getting a suitable resolution (or optimize by build-in functions of Matlab). Compute the partial derivative of in (11) and set it to zero. Then get the equation (15):
After the multiple iterations above, finally we get an excellent dictionary B which can represent the samples sparsity. Then we do sparse representation for SIFT features of every image with this dictionary. In this paper, we do BOW representation for each sub-region by maximum spatial pool. Because studies of many scholars show that maximum space pool and sparse coding is efficient in image classification. Finally, we cascade the BOW representation vectors of all region to represent the entire image's features. And classify the face images with SVM Classifier.
Experimental research
In order to evaluate the feasibility and high resolution of this method, we select the classic face database ORL and YALE for experimental research. Figure 1 list the parts of two image databases, as can be seen from the image, two face databases are gray images, different image has the obvious difference because of light causes and the display brightness, some face images have obvious deflection and glasses. ORL face image database has a total of 400 pieces of 128 × 128 image, 40 individuals, 10 images per person; YALE face image database is 165 pieces of 100 × 100 image, 15 individuals, 11 images per person. In the experimental formula, we set λ 1 to 0.015, 2 to 0.05, sampling 5000 SIFT features from all samples for dictionary learning. In this paper, we mainly evaluate the algorithm from three aspects: 1. Effect on image recognition rate of dictionary size; 2. the influence on results of the number of training images; 3. experimental results were compared with the results of other algorithms. Since each image has a large number of SIFT features, we are to sample a certain amount from SIFT features of each image in dictionary training, and at the end of the classification, we divide the image into two parts, one part is used for the training set, the other part is the test set. Figure 2 shows the effect on face recognition rate of dictionary size, as can be seen from the figure, the face recognition rate increases while the number of the dictionary atoms increases, and can reach about 99% in the YALE image database. In Table 1 we studied the effect on image resolution of the number of training images, took respectively 3, 5, 7 pairs of images from two image database for SVM classification, finally, experimental results show that the influence on image resolution of the number of training images is large.
We apply this method and other methods to carry on the contrast research, select the YALE image database, as can be seen from table 2, this method has good classification ability in face recognition, and improves the recognition rate of about 2% in contrast to the ScSPM method. 
Conclusion
In this article, we propose a new sparse coding framework. Since the model of ScSPM and the standard sparse coding take the sparsity and the reconstruction error into consider, but ignore the spatial information and correlation between samples, we add the Fisher regularization penalty term in the model combined with the ability ofScSPM reserving the image spatial information, finally, apply SVM classifier for classification in image database. Experimental results show that the method has high recognition rate. But I have to say that this method has a fatal weakness, which is that dictionary learning is too time consuming. Therefore, how to improve the efficiency of dictionary learning becomes a future research.
